The Suppression Effect of Water Mist Released at Different Stages on Lithium-Ion Battery Flame Temperature, Heat Release, and Heat Radiation
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Abstract: Thermal runaway (TR) is a serious thermal disaster that occurs in lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) under extreme conditions and has long been an obstacle to their further development. Water mist (WM) is considered to have excellent cooling capacity and is widely used in the field of fire protection. When used in TR suppression, WM also exhibits strong fire-extinguishing and anti-re-ignition abilities. Therefore, it has received widespread attention and research interest among scholars. However, most studies have focused on the cooling rate and suppression effect of TR propagation, and few have mentioned the effect of WM on flame heat transfer, which is a significant index in TR propagation suppression. This study has explored the suppression effect of WM released at different TR stages and has analyzed flame temperature, heat release, and heat radiation under WM conditions. Results show that the flame extinguishing duration for WM under different TR stages was different. WM could directly put out the flame within several seconds of being released when SV opened, 3 min after SV opening and when TR ended, and 3 min for WM when TR was triggered. Moreover, the heat radiation of the flame in relation to the battery 

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are widely used in electronic devices, electric vehicles, aerospace, and electrochemical energy storage, owing to their advantages of high energy density, a high-voltage platform, high charging and discharging efficiency, environment friendliness, a long lifespan, and wide applicability [1–5]. In practical appliance scenarios consisting of high energy densities, prismatic batteries stand out among other batteries, such as 18,650 batteries and pouch batteries, due to their large capacity [6]. However, a large capacity also constitutes a high thermal hazard in the process of thermal runaway (TR) [7]. The TR process is a severe exothermic disaster in LIBs, with the phenomena of combustible gases and jet flames [8]. Under extreme conditions, such as external heating, overcharging,
penetration, and friction, the TR process may be triggered but not terminated \[9,10\]. In the process of TR, a series of pyrolysis side reactions are triggered continuously among the active materials inside the battery, exhibiting a high heat release rate, a high battery surface temperature, violent combustible gas release, and a serious risk of combustion and explosion \[11–13\]. Moreover, the process of TR in a single LIB will generally propagate to the adjacent batteries, ultimately resulting in a large-scale TR process in the LIB module, which will cause casualties and property damage \[14,15\].

The TR process in the LIB is both related to internal and external factors. The internal factors of commonly used LIBs mainly include the cathode material, the state of charge (SOC), the state of health (SOH), and the rated capacity \[16,17\]. The commonly used battery cathode materials are nickel cobalt manganese ternary lithium (NCM), nickel cobalt aluminum ternary lithium (NCA), and lithium iron phosphate (LFP). NCM and NCA batteries have a higher energy density but poorer thermal stability than LFP batteries, and they exhibit a fiercer TR process for a greater heat release rate and gas generation rate \[18,19\]. With the decline in battery SOC, the TR process becomes weaker and even disappears. In batteries with a high SOC, there are more lithium ions embedded in the anode material, which directly accelerates the side reactions of TR and reduces the TR triggering temperature \[20\]. The SOH does not directly affect the TR intensity, but it is more likely for lithium deposition and lithium dendrite growth to appear in the batteries with low SOH under extreme abuse conditions, causing a lower TR triggering temperature and charging security \[21\]. A battery with a higher-rated capacity will generate more heat and gases in its TR process due to a larger amount of active materials inside the battery \[4\]. The external factors mainly include the TR triggering method, the external oxygen content, and the ambient pressure. There are various thermal hazards of LIBs under external heating, overcharging, and penetration conditions. Most TR hazards occur under overcharging conditions, both in the single battery and the battery module \[22,23\]. When the oxygen content is low, the TR reactions inside the battery will be weakened, resulting in a lower surface temperature, mass loss, and heat release rate \[24\]. Additionally, under low or high ambient pressure levels, the TR hazard will be impaired, but the TR process is more likely to be triggered in low-pressure ambient environments \[25\].

In order to suppress the TR process and decrease the likelihood of a TR hazard, many scholars have tested different fire-extinguishing agents and suppression strategies \[18,26,27\]. The typical fire-extinguishing agents for LIBs are gaseous fire-extinguishing agents, dry powders, water-based fire-extinguishing agents, and aerosol fire-extinguishing agents. Zhang \[28\] has investigated the TR suppression effect of CO$_2$, HFC-227ea, and C$_6$F$_{12}$O and found that C$_6$F$_{12}$O could immediately extinguish the flame, CO$_2$ needed a longer duration for flame extinguishing, and HFC-227ea could not suppress the flame. Sun \[29\] has investigated the suppression effect of HFC-227ea and C$_6$F$_{12}$O for TR propagation purposes and found that HFC-227ea could hardly suppress its propagation and C$_6$F$_{12}$O could prolong the propagation time. Zhao \[30\] has investigated the TR suppression effect of ABC and BC ultrafine dry powders and found that they could not suppress TR propagation due to their poor cooling capacity. Davion \[31\] has tested aerosols for TR suppression purposes and found that they could immediately extinguish the flame, but a re-ignition phenomenon occurred. Tang \[32\] found that F500 had a good suppression effect for LIB TR. Liu \[33\] has investigated the water mist (WM) cooling strategy for TR propagation purposes and found that WM exhibited an excellent cooling capacity and could easily prevent TR propagation in the LIB module. Zhang \[34\] combined N$_2$, C$_6$F$_{12}$O, and WM in TR suppression and found that N$_2$-twin-C$_6$F$_{12}$O mist could successfully inhibit the re-ignition of the battery flame and that the N$_2$-twin-H$_2$O mist synergistic technology could increase the cooling rate by over 20%. Li \[35\] added sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate, sodium chloride and soy protein in WM and found with these additives, WM exhibited a greater cooling capacity and could cool down the LIB flame and surface temperature in a low duration. Zhang \[36\] has investigated the suppression effect of WM intermittent spray strategy for TR propagation and found this strategy could combine the advantages of
low water consumption and high cooling capacity. Mei [37] has compared the suppression effect of three TR retardants based on parameters including flame height, and these novel retardants all expressed a greater TR suppression effect compared to paraffin.

Among various strategies for TR suppression, WM demonstrates outstanding cooling capacity and can effectively prevent battery flame re-ignition. However, existing studies predominantly focus on WM’s cooling rate and its impact on TR propagation, largely overlooking its influence on flame heat transfer. When battery flames occur, the heat transferred from the flame to adjacent batteries similarly influences TR propagation dynamics. Therefore, investigating WM’s cooling effects on LIB flames is crucial. This study has explored the suppression effect of WM released at different TR stages and has analyzed flame temperature, heat release, and heat radiation under WM conditions, aiming to introduce a new perspective on TR suppression in LIBs.

2. Experimental Settings

2.1. Battery Sample

The experimental batteries used were 100 Ah prismatic LFP batteries manufactured by Lishen (Qingdao). They consisted of a lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO₄) cathode, layered graphite (C) anode, aluminum (Al) positive current collector, copper (Cu) negative current collector, and an electrolyte mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC), propylene carbonate (PC), and dimethyl carbonate (DMC). The separator was polyethylene microporous membrane (PE), and the battery shell was aluminum (Al). Each battery was equipped with a safety valve (SV) to release gases during extreme conditions. The dimensions of each battery were 220 mm × 140 mm × 35 mm, with a mass of 2160 ± 2 g. Prior to experiments, all battery samples had their plastic covers removed. During charging and discharging, the maximum cut-off voltage was set at 3.6 V and the minimum at 2.5 V. Each battery underwent 3 cycles of charging/discharging, followed by a full charge to 100% State of Charge (SOC) using a Neware cycler and a 12-h rest period after each cycle. Each cycle included phases of constant current charging, constant voltage charging, and constant current discharge.

2.2. Experimental Setup

The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. The experimental platform was constructed according to the standard of ISO 9705 [38]. The experiments of LIB TR and WM suppression were conducted in the combustion chamber where the observation window and WM nozzle were. The exhausting fume collecting hood was equipped at the top of the combustion chamber, and a fan was equipped at the end of the smoke exhaust duct with an exhaust volume of 0.13 m³/s. A supply pipe for WM was installed in the combustion chamber and a WM pump was connected to the pipe ending. The WM-released pressure and mass flow were 6.5 MPa and 0.4 L/min, respectively.

The experimental module consisted of, a stainless steel module framework, two mica insulation plates, an LFP battery sample, and the heating plate. The dimension of the heating plate was the same as the battery sample, and the dimension of the mica insulation plate was slightly larger than the battery sample. The power of the heating plate was 500 W, and heating was stopped when TR was triggered or WM was released. One type K armored thermocouple was installed at the center of the battery surface and five were installed 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 cm above the SV in order to monitor the temperature of the battery surface and flame. The measurement span, accuracy, and recording frequency of each type K armored thermocouple were −100–1200 °C, ±1.5–5 °C, and 1 Hz, respectively. A disposable igniter was set in front of the experimental module. Once SV opened, the igniter was remotely activated, generating sparks to ignite the battery flame.
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2.3. Case Setting

The experiment cases were set as Table 1 shown. In order to investigate the TR characteristic of the experimental battery sample, Case 1 was set to analyze the typical TR process and establish a reference for the extinguishing cases. Cases 2 to 5 were set to analyze the effect of WM on battery flame temperature and its heat release. In all the cases, the TR of the battery samples was triggered by external heating.

Table 1. Cases setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>WM Release Temperature</th>
<th>Case Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>108 °C</td>
<td>No WM extinguishing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>116 °C</td>
<td>WM released at SV opening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>140 °C</td>
<td>WM released 3 min after SV opening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>400 °C</td>
<td>WM released at TR triggering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>400 °C</td>
<td>WM released after TR ended.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The schematic diagram of the experimental setup: (a) Experimental platform; (b) Experimental Module; (c) Thermocouple layout.
3. Experimental Results and Analyses

3.1. Analysis of the Temperatures of Battery Surface and TR Flame

During thermal abuse conditions, the battery temperature generally rose due to heat transfer from an external heating plate, ultimately triggering the TR process accompanied by a vigorous jet flame. Figure 2 illustrates the curves of battery voltage, temperature, and temperature rise rate during the TR process.

The battery temperature experienced a uniform rise, instantaneous descent, brief jumping ascent, and overall rapid rise, and they corresponded to the phenomena of external heating, SV opening, TR triggering, and TR peak. In the stage of external heating, with the internal temperature increase, the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) film was experiencing pyrolysis and slightly generated heat and combustible gases. When gases accumulated exceeded the threshold, SV was broken and a part of the heat was brought by the jet gas, resulting in the instantaneous descent of the temperature. The pyrolysis reactions of the SEI film are shown as follows [39]:

\[
(\text{CH}_2\text{OCO}_2\text{Li})_2 \rightarrow \text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3 + \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 + \text{CO}_2 + 1/2\text{O}_2 \tag{1}
\]

\[
2\text{Li} + (\text{CH}_2\text{OCO}_2\text{Li})_2 \rightarrow 2\text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3 + \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 \tag{2}
\]

During the stage of TR triggering, the temperature rise rate initially increased and then decreased. Following the decomposition of the SEI film, lithium ions embedded in graphite came into direct contact with the organic electrolyte, releasing combustible gases and generating heat. Subsequently, lithium ions from the electrolyte deposited on graphite formed lithium dendrites that eventually bridged the cathode and anode, leading to internal short circuits and significant heat generation. This heat caused widespread melting of the separator, which absorbed some heat and contributed to a reduction in the temperature rise rate. Additionally, extensive internal short circuits occurring during this stage caused the battery voltage to plummet to 0 V. The pyrolysis reactions of the electrolyte are depicted as follows:

\[
2\text{Li} + \text{C}_3\text{H}_4\text{O}_3(\text{EC}) \rightarrow \text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3 + \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 \tag{3}
\]
With increasing heat accumulation within the battery, the pyrolysis reaction of the cathode material initiates, marking the peak of the TR process. During this phase, extensive pyrolysis reactions ensue among the battery’s internal active materials, generating significant heat and gases and causing the vaporization of the organic electrolyte. Consequently, the battery temperature rises rapidly. The pyrolysis reactions involving the cathode material LiFePO$_4$ and the electrolyte can be illustrated as follows:

$$2\text{Li} + \text{C}_4\text{H}_6\text{O}_3(\text{PC}) \rightarrow \text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3 + \text{C}_3\text{H}_6$$

$$2\text{Li} + \text{C}_3\text{H}_6\text{O}_3(\text{DMC}) \rightarrow \text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3 + \text{C}_2\text{H}_6$$

(4)

(5)

The state of the battery flame was distinct from the TR process, and the curves of battery temperature and TR flame temperatures were 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 cm above the SV, as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** The curves of battery temperature and TR flame temperatures.

When the SV opened, combustible gases were expelled from the battery. Unlike the gases released after TR triggering, which predominantly contained organic electrolyte vapor, those released before TR were primarily inorganic gases like H$_2$ and CO, known for their higher calorific values, resulting in a higher flame temperature prior to TR triggering [40]. Approximately 3 min after SV opening, the battery flame temperature exhibited a regular fluctuation pattern, indicating stabilization thereafter, serving as a benchmark for WM release. During TR triggering, flame temperatures at various positions initially soared, then declined before stabilizing. At 30 cm, the maximum temperature exceeded 1200 °C. It was noted that while temperatures at other positions rose, the flame temperature at 10 cm dropped significantly due to flame extinction caused by high-speed gas jets at the flame base.
3.2. Analysis of the Effect of WM on TR Flame

The flame characteristics, including velocity and temperature, varied with the progression of the TR process. Consequently, the impact of WM on the battery flame differed across different stages of TR: WM swiftly extinguished the flame within seconds of release upon SV opening, after 3 min of SV opening, and at TR termination. However, it took approximately 3 min for WM to extinguish the flame once TR was triggered. Figure 4 illustrates the temperature curves of the battery flame under the influence of WM.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** The curves of battery flame temperatures under the effect of WM: (a) WM released when SV opened; (b) WM released 3 min after SV opening; (c) WM released when TR triggered; (d) WM released when TR ended.

When WM was released before TR triggering, the battery flame could be extinguished immediately. During this phase, the gas generation rate was moderate, maintaining a stable flame that allowed WM droplets to effectively reach the flame’s base and extinguish it. However, after TR triggering, the production of combustible gases accelerated significantly. Short-chain alkenes mixed with organic electrolyte vapor were expelled at high velocity, inducing a turbulent jet flame state. WM was less effective in suppressing this high-velocity flame and could only influence its upper portion, causing the flame to assume a conical shape. Before TR triggering, the flame temperature distribution showed lower temperatures at the top and higher temperatures at the bottom, with the region 10 cm above the SV exhibiting the highest temperature. However, due to the rapid jet gas velocity, the lower part of the flame experienced uneven oxygen mixing, leading to unstable combustion and resulting in higher temperatures observed at 30 and 50 cm above SV. Comparing the case of no WM release and release when TR triggered, the temperature at 30 and 50 cm were both greater in the case of WM released. This outcome occurred because WM suppressed the flame’s upper region and concentrated the combustion into a smaller area, thereby elevating the core flame temperature. Upon TR cessation, the flame transitioned into an ember state, facilitating immediate extinguishment upon WM release.
3.3. Analysis of the Heat Cooling of TR Flame and Specific Cooling Capacity of WM

For disaster prevention and control, the heat release of battery flame is a key parameter. To calculate the heat release of battery flame $Q$, first, the heat flux density of battery flame $q$ calculated by Equation (10) is needed [41].

$$q = h(T_{f,i} - T_a) \quad (10)$$

where $T_{f,i}$ and $T_a$ are the flame temperature at $i$ position and ambient temperature, respectively, and $h$ is the convective heat transfer coefficient in the experimental environment which can be calculated by Equation (11). The Nusselt number $Nu$ can be calculated by Equations (12)–(14) [42].

$$h = Nu \frac{\lambda}{d} \quad (11)$$

$$Nu = 0.27 \text{Re}^{0.63} \text{Pr}^{0.36} \left(\frac{Pr_f}{Pr_w}\right)^{0.25} \quad (12)$$

$$Re = \frac{\rho v d}{\mu} \quad (13)$$

$$Pr = \frac{v}{\alpha} = \frac{v}{\lambda/\rho c} \quad (14)$$

where $Re$ and $Pr$ are the Reynolds number and Prandtl number of air in the experiment, respectively, $\lambda$ is the thermal conductivity of air in the experiment, $d$ is the combustion chamber diameter, $\rho$ is the density of air in the experiment, $v$ is the gas flow rate in the experiment, $\mu$ is the dynamic viscosity of air in the experiment, $\alpha$ is the thermal diffusion coefficient, $c$ is the specific heat capacity of air in the experiment, and $(Pr_f/Pr_w)^{0.25}$ is the physical property correction factor with the value of 1.00 in this study. By substituting various coefficients into the calculation, the convective heat transfer coefficient $h$ in the experiment was 70.4. Then, the heat release from battery flame $Q$ could be calculated as Equation (15).

$$Q = qAt = Ah \sum_{i=1}^{5} \int_{t_{SV}}^{t_{SV}^{\text{end}}} (T_{f,i} - T_a) dt \quad (15)$$

where $A$ is the flame surface area assuming the flame shaping a cylinder, $t_c$ and $t_{SV}$ are the time of SV opening and TR ending, respectively. According to experimental videos, four time points of flame stabilizing after SV opening, TR triggering, flame peaking and TR ending were chosen to measure flame diameter and height. These were assumed to exhibit a linear variation between each two time points. The results for each case were 321.5 kJ in Case 1, 44.9 kJ in Case 2, 97.0 kJ in Case 3, 216.0 kJ in Case 4 and 284.4 kJ in Case 5. Using the time of SV opening, TR triggering and TR ending in Case 1 as the calculation reference, the differences in heat release between Case 1 and Cases 2 to 5 $\Delta Q$ were 11.6, 14.9, 54.4 and 37.1 kJ, respectively. Assuming the constant WM mass flow $q_m$, the specific cooling capacity of WM $Q_m$ could be calculated by Equation (16). The results of each case are shown in Table 2.

$$Q_m = \frac{\Delta Q}{m_{WM}} = \frac{\Delta Q}{q_m \tau_{WM}} \quad (16)$$

where $m_{WM}$ is the WM consumption for flame extinguishing and $\tau_{WM}$ is the release duration for WM to extinguish the flame. In order to clearly demonstrate the relationship between WM cooling and TR stages, Figure 5 is obtained by $Q_m$ and battery temperature when WM is released.
As shown in Figure 5, the scatter plot could be well fitted as the logarithmic function in the figure, and the specific cooling capacity of WM $Q_m$ was increased with the increase in battery temperature (or TR process). It was because when the battery temperature was high, the velocity of the jet flame became more violent and the flame became higher. And if WM was released under a high battery temperature, the upper part of the battery flame would be compressed and cooled to a lower flame temperature in this region. This would significantly decrease the heat release from the flame and exhibit a higher $Q_m$. According to the fitting curve, $Q_m$ at each WM released temperature could be roughly estimated, and the cooling effect of WM on battery flame was better after TR triggering.

In the TR process, the battery’s upper surface would be exposed to flame radiation continuously which would directly affect other batteries of the module in practical LIB applications. Thus, it is of great significance to consider the flame radiation to the battery. In this experiment, the heat radiation of flame to the battery could be simplified to the average of five temperature measurement points, and the heat radiation power of each measurement point on the surface of the battery $P_{E,i}$ could be calculated as Equation (17) [41].

$$P_{E,i} = A_{LIB} \frac{\sigma T_{F,i}^4}{4\pi L_i^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)
where $A_{LIB}$ is the area of the battery’s upper surface, $\epsilon$ is the surface emissivity of the aluminum battery surface which takes the value 0.05 [43], $\sigma$ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, $T_{F,i}$ is the flame temperature at $i$ position and $L_i$ is the distance between $i$ temperature measurement point and battery’s upper surface. By integrating and averaging the $P_{E,i}$ of five measurement points, the heat radiation of flame to the battery’s upper surface $Q_E$ could be calculated as Equation (18).

$$Q_E = \frac{1}{5} \sum_{i=1}^{5} \left( \int_{t_{SV}}^{t_{i}} P_{E,i} dt \right) = \frac{1}{5} A_{LIB} \epsilon \sigma \sum_{i=1}^{5} \frac{1}{4\pi L_i^2} \int_{t_{SV}}^{t_{i}} T_{F,i}^4 dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

The total flame heat radiation to the battery’s upper surface in Case 1 was 117.33 kJ, and that of Cases 2 to 5 when WM released were 1.77, 0.56, 18.7 and 0.69 kJ, respectively. Also using the time of SV opening, TR triggering and TR ending in Case 1 as the calculation reference, the differences in flame heat radiation to the battery’s upper surface between Case 1 and Cases 2 to 5 were 5.83, 4.27, 26.31 and 1.94 kJ, respectively. Dividing $\Delta Q_E$ by the relative value of the reference case, the proportion of heat radiation cooling $\eta$ in Cases 2 to 5 could be obtained. The calculation results of Cases 2 to 5 are shown in Table 3.

**Table 3.** The flame heat radiation to the battery’s upper surface, its difference and cooling proportion in Cases 2 to 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>$\Delta Q_E$ (kJ)</th>
<th>$\eta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>76.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>88.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>26.31</td>
<td>58.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>73.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As with the flame temperature above, after TR triggering, the battery flame was not directly extinguished and the temperatures of the flame bottom were still high. However, in the combustion process, the flame bottom was the main part affecting the heat radiation on the battery, resulting in a poorer suppression capacity for heat radiation. Although WM in Case 4 exhibited the poorest suppression effect, its $\eta$ still reached 58.5%, implying a great suppression effect. For the whole TR process, WM released 3 min after SV opening exhibited the greatest suppression effect of flame heat radiation with the value of 88.4% which was the same for $Q_m$ with the value of $1.7 \times 10^{-3}$ kJ/kg.

4. Conclusions

During the TR process, a LIB undergoes distinct stages, including external heating, SV opening, TR triggering, and TR ending. The flame behavior varies significantly at each stage. After the SV opens, the battery flame exhibits a jet state, and its velocity intensifies following TR triggering. Prior to TR triggering, WM can effectively extinguish the battery flame, but its efficacy diminishes once TR is triggered. This study examined the impact of WM on battery flames at different TR stages, and the key findings are summarized as follows:

The flame extinguishing duration for WM under different TR stages was different. WM could directly put out the flame within several seconds released when SV opened, 3 min after SV opening and when TR ended, and it took about 3 min for WM to put out the flame released when TR triggered. When WM is released before TR triggering, the flame temperature exhibits a gradient, with lower temperatures at the top and higher temperatures at the bottom. Notably, the temperature at a position 10 cm above the SV reaches significantly higher values. Conversely, when WM is released after TR triggering, the temperatures at 30 cm and 50 cm are both higher. This observation correlates with uneven combustion at the base of the TR flame and compression at its apex.

The heat release of battery flame $Q$ could be calculated by the flame temperatures, and $Q$ in Cases 1 to 5 were 321.5, 44.9, 97.0, 216.0 and 284.4 kJ, respectively. Using the
time of SV opening, TR triggering and TR ending in Case 1 as the calculation reference, the differences in heat release between Case 1 and Cases 2 to 5 $\Delta Q$ were 11.6, 14.9, 54.4 and 37.1 kJ, respectively, and the specific cooling capacity of WM $Q_m$ in Cases 2 to 5 were $1.8 \times 10^{-3}$, $1.7 \times 10^{-3}$, $2.8 \times 10^{-3}$ and $5.9 \times 10^{-3}$ kJ/kg, respectively. The results for $Q_m$ could be well fitted as the logarithmic function, according to which, $Q_m$ at each WM released temperature could be roughly estimated. Moreover, the heat radiation of flame to the battery $Q_E$ could be calculated, and the case of WM released 3 min after SV opening exhibited the greatest proportion of heat radiation cooling $\eta$ with the value of 88.4% which was the same for $Q_m$ with the value of $1.7 \times 10^{-3}$ kJ/kg.

This is expected to provide a novel focus for TR suppression in the LIB and make contributions to prevent further expansion of disasters from the perspective of TR flames.
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**Nomenclature**

- $A$: Flame surface area, m$^2$
- $A_{LIB}$: Area of battery upper surface, m$^2$
- $c$: Specific heat capacity of air, J/(kg·K)
- $d$: Combustion chamber diameter, m
- $h$: Convective heat transfer coefficient, W/(m$^2$·K)
- $L_i$: Distance between i temperature measurement point and battery’s upper surface, m
- $m_{WM}$: WM consumption for flame extinguishing, kg
- $Nu$: Nusselt number
- $P_{E,i}$: Heat radiation power of each measurement points on the surface of the battery, W
- $Pr$: Prandtl number
- $(Pr_f/Pr_w)^{0.25}$: Physical property correction factor
- $Q$: Heat release of battery flame, J
- $Q_E$: Heat radiation of flame to the battery, J
- $Q_m$: Specific cooling capacity of WM, kJ/kg
- $\Delta Q$: Difference in heat release, J
- $\Delta Q_E$: Differences in flame heat radiation to battery’s upper surface, J
- $q$: Heat flux density of battery flame, W/m$^2$
- $q_m$: WM mass flow, kg/s
- $Re$: Reynolds number
- $T_a$: Ambient temperature, °C
- $T_{f,i}$: Flame temperature at i position, K
- $T_{f,i}$: Flame temperature at i position, °C
\( t_e \)  
Time of SV opening, s  

\( t_{SV} \)  
Time of TR ending, s  

\( \nu \)  
Gas flow rate, m/s  

**Abbreviations**  
LIB Lithium-ion Battery  
LFP Lithium Iron Phosphate  
NCA Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Ternary Lithium  
NCM Nickel Cobalt Manganese Ternary Lithium  
SEI Solid Electrolyte Interface  
SOC State of Charge  
SOH State of Health  
SV Safety Valve  
TR Thermal Runaway  
WM Water Mist  

**Greek**  
\( \lambda \)  
Thermal conductivity of air, W/(m·K)  

\( \varepsilon \)  
Surface emissivity of the aluminum battery surface  

\( \alpha \)  
Thermal diffusion coefficient, m\(^2\)/s  

\( \eta \)  
Proportion of heat radiation cooling  

\( \mu \)  
Dynamic viscosity of air, m\(^2\)/s  

\( \rho \)  
Density of air, kg/m\(^3\)  

\( \sigma \)  
Stefan–Boltzmann constant  

\( \tau_{WM} \)  
Release duration for WM to extinguish the flame, s  
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